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Specialized Highway Uses

Introduction
State highways function as multi-modal travel routes for multiple transportation purposes
and serve commuters, commercial vehicles, bicyclists, pedestrians, transit, recreational and
other traffic. In addition, there may be both short-term and long-term specialized uses of
the roadways. Short-term special uses of the highways include parades, running or bicycle
events, filming, and festivals. Long-term special uses such as designated shoulder- driving
segments for slower vehicles, or school bus stops or pedestrian crossings on limited access
highways, can also be authorized on specific roadway sections. Requests are also received
for permanent specialized highway uses such as transit vehicle stops and placement of
interpretive signing. This chapter provides guidelines to assist in responding to special
highway use requests.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU #C010355GSC) between the Washington State
Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and Washington State Patrol (WSP) governs the
operation of special events (parades, running or bicycle events, filming, and festivals) on
state highways. The MOU establishes guidelines and defines responsibilities for event
operations. It also includes examples of event administration documents (Figure 7-4).
Special events on the state highway system are administered through the regional Traffic
Office for events taking place in a single region, or through the State Traffic Engineer’s office
for multi-region events. A Letter of Agreement or a Letter of Acknowledgement between
WSDOT and the special event permittee defines the operation. There is no fee to event
permittees for special event administration and coordination.
Continuing or long-term specialized uses are also addressed in the Traffic office, and may
include coordination with other WSDOT offices or agencies. The State Traffic Engineer’s
office is available as a resource for questions about events or other specialized highway uses
not specifically addressed in this chapter.

7-2

Bicycling, Running, Walking, Parade, Festival, and Bicycle Racing
Special Events
WSDOT receives numerous requests for short-term use of state highways or right of way
for recreational or other public events. The Regional or State Traffic Engineer’s office will
respond to event permittees within ten working days of receiving a request to begin the
review and coordination process. Special events are generally not held on fully controlled
limited access highways. Occasional exceptions may be considered where no alternate route
is available and roadway conditions allow for participant and other roadway users’ safety.
In reviewing an event request, WSDOT will:
• Establish on-going communication with event permittees to address route
determination, traffic control, logistical issues, and other concerns.
• Conduct a traffic engineering analysis to determine the impact of the proposed event,
as needed.
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• Consult with regional Construction and Maintenance offices to identify any operational
conflicts along the proposed route.
• Contact WSP to coordinate the event per the WSDOT/WSP Memorandum of
Understanding, “Special Events on State Highways”.
• Review special event traffic control plans.
• Discuss alternative routes, if needed.
• Submit separate billings to Event Permittee for services related but not limited to labor
costs, equipment related costs, and indirect costs for services such as; traffic control,
maintenance operations, work zone safety or other highway operations activities.
Additionally, WSDOT may:
• Provide use of Changeable Message Signing and Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) systems
where available and appropriate.
• Suggest event specific signing to provide information for all highway users.
A.

Administration Guidelines – Use of state highways or highway right of way for bicycle,
running, walking, parades, festivals, or other special events is administered through
either a Letter of Agreement or Letter of Acknowledgement between WSDOT and the
event permittee. Events that will not impact highway operations, where all participants
will follow all Rules of the Road (Chapter 46.61 RCW) at all times, and where no
traffic control is needed are not required to contact WSDOT. However, because those
events may also benefit from WSDOT services, contact with the event permittee is
encouraged to ensure coordination with WSDOT projects, WSP, and other special
events occurring in the immediate vicinity.
Planning a Special Event on state highways, event permittee may use WSDOT
website for an online or pdf application. Our application process is located online
at www.wsdot.wa.gov/contact/events/special-events. Based on the specific
event situation as described below; issue a Letter of Agreement or a Letter of
Acknowledgement, or if circumstances warrant, a Letter of Denial. These documents
are signed by the regional or headquarters signing authority. The Letter of Agreement
is signed by the event permittee and regional or headquarters signing authority. If an
event is denied, WSDOT will work with the event permittee to seek solutions to the
issues causing the denial. Event permittee may appeal a denial through the process
outline in this chapter.
1.

Letter of Acknowledgement – A letter of Acknowledgement is issued when event
participants will follow the Rules of the Road at all times and when no specific
traffic control is needed and the event will not negatively impact traffic. The
Letter of Acknowledgement may (Figure 7-5) address specific event conditions
such as:
• Operational restrictions on specific highway sections due to conflicts with
construction or maintenance operations.
• The use of small crashworthy signs for guiding event participants.
• Other highway conditions or restrictions.
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Examples of when a Letter of Acknowledgement is appropriate:

2.

a.

A group of 100 people will participate in a running event using portions of a
state highway. The runners will conform to the Rules of the Road at all times.
No impacts to traffic.

b.

A bicycle ride of 500 people uses a filtered start over several hours so
bicycle riders are spread out along the roadways. Riders will cross the
highway intersections in a legal manner and follow all other Rules of
the Road.

c.

A vehicle convoy of 10 to 15 vehicles accompanying “Santa Claus” to a local
charity event uses portions of the state highway, following the Rules of the
Road at all times.

Letter of Agreement – A Letter of Agreement (Figure 7-6) is issued when
WSDOT’s review and analysis determines that the event participants are not able
to follow the Rules of the Road, that there will be an impact on traffic operations,
or that special traffic control is required. Additional information and terms may be
attached as Exhibits to the Agreement.
A Letter of Agreement is developed when the event will:
• Require special traffic control (flaggers, escort vehicles, and/or law
enforcement) to support the safe passage of event participants and the
traveling public.
• Occur outside the roadway but within the right of way, and involve the use of
highway facilities for non-transportation purpose.
• Close a portion of the highway to the public.
• Use services or personnel provided by WSDOT, WSP, or other law
enforcement.
• Placement directional signing for the traveling public on WSDOT right of way.
Examples of when a Letter of Agreement is appropriate:
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a.

A running or bicycle event uses local police control at a state highway
intersection to allow participants to cross the highway while on-coming
traffic stops.

b.

A large running event requests the use of portions of an approved limited
access highway.

c.

A parade closes the highway to traffic and a detour is required.

d.

Temporary directional signs to a community festival are placed on the state
highway right of way.
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The following guidelines are considered and addressed when developing a Letter
of Agreement:
a.

Event permittees should be encouraged to use county roads or city streets
where possible.

b.

Where a state highway will be closed for an event, a suitable detour route
must be available and the Region Traffic Engineer or their designee must
review a detour traffic control plan. Road closures require a minimum threeday advance notice to the public (RCW 47.48.020). Longer notice is desirable
for large impact events.

c.

Events requiring a Letter of Agreement must have a commercial general
liability insurance policy that names WSDOT as an “additional insured”.
Referenced in Exhibit A – Figure 7-7. Minimum policy requirements for
an event are for $1 million per occurrence and with a $2 million in the
aggregate. If vehicles are used as part of the event operation, a minimum $1
million per occurrence commercial automobile liability insurance coverage
must be added to the policy. Proof of insurance and indemnification of
WSDOT is required prior to issuing the Letter of Agreement.

d.

The event permittee or sponsors will pay for all extraordinary costs for labor
and materials provided by WSDOT, WSP, or local agency law enforcement.

e.

WSDOT may determine that pre-event notices of the event are needed in
specific locations or situations. This is a courtesy to local communities and
can reduce traffic congestion on event day. If used, the event permittee will
post the notices seven to ten days before the event.

f.

Requests for state highway use within an incorporated city or town should
have the city or town’s concurrence.

g.

At least 72 hours (preferably seven days) in advance of the event, the event
permittee shall notify all local fire, ambulance, transit, law enforcement
departments, and other service-oriented activities that may be impacted by
the event.
• There may be occasions when a pre-event meeting with all of the above
is necessary. This will ensure open communication is available and the
event organizer is in direct communication with law enforcement and
emergency personnel.

h.
3.
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Department regulations and state law limit bicycling events and prohibit
running or walking events on fully controlled limited access highways.

Post Event Review – WSDOT staff may conduct a follow-up evaluation to assess
event operation. Discussion with the event permittee, law enforcement, WSDOT
Area Maintenance and other affected groups can help identify any operational or
public safety concerns and identify needed improvements. Document these issues
so they can be addressed the next time the event occurs.
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Appeal Process – WSDOT has an appeal process for cases when a request for a special
event on a state highway is denied. The letter of appeal should be submitted to the
State Traffic Engineer within 30 days of the event denial, and a minimum of 14 days
before the scheduled event.
WSDOT and Event Permittee Coordination – When WSDOT receives a request from
an event organizer for an event taking place in a single region, either from the online
application or an email with an attached pdf, the regional Traffic office administers the
special event. The State Traffic Engineer’s office will administer special events taking
place across multiple regions.
WSDOT’s review identifies the proposed event’s impact on traffic operations and
focuses on traffic control or operational solutions to mitigate those impacts.
Communication between WSDOT, event permittee, and WSP is essential to develop
effective event operations and to schedule agreed upon services.
WSDOT staff determines if construction, maintenance or other operations will conflict
with the event; or if there are atypical roadway conditions such as a construction
detour or another scheduled special event. Conflicts can often be avoided through
schedule or route adjustments. Include information about significant activities and
conditions that may affect the event in the Letter of Acknowledgement or Letter of
Agreement. Contact the ferry system when an event includes use of state ferries.
WSDOT may provide advance public notice about events that may impact traffic
operations as a courtesy to the affected communities. Advance notice can influence
regular highway users to choose other routes on event day, thus reducing event
impacts. Including any requirements for giving such notice in the Letter of Agreement.
Notice can include:
• Placement of pre-event signs along the affected route.
• Press release by the organizer and WSDOT.
• Other public information efforts commensurate with the event scale.
Work with the region or headquarters public information office (PIO) to publicize large
events and their associated congestion or delays.
Copies of completed Acknowledgement and Agreement letters are shared with the
following:
• Regions and state Traffic Engineer’s offices
• WSP
• Affected construction or maintenance offices are also notified.
Sharing this information helps assure statewide uniformity in WSDOT special event
administration.
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C.

Bicycle Racing – Timed event bicycle races are sometimes held on state highways
under purview of WAC 468-400 (Bicycle Racing) and Washington Bicycle Racing
Guidelines (www.wsdot.wa.gov/publications/manuals/fulltext/M3050/BRG.pdf).
Refer to these guidelines for Bicycle Race event operation and administration. The
WAC and racing guidelines were developed through a cooperative effort between
WSDOT, the bicycle racing community, WSP, and the Washington Traffic Safety
Commission. A letter of Agreement is developed between WSDOT and the event
permittee and liability insurance indemnifying the department is required.
There are several common types of bicycle races: Time Trial, Criterium, Road Race,
Stage Races, Cyclocross, Mountain Bike (MTB), Duathlon, Triathlon, or Multi-sport
Event, and Relay/Cross Country. Each type of bicycle race has the potential to utilize
a state highway, and each type has specific traffic control needs. Details are covered in
the Bicycle Racing Guidelines.
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Filming on State Highways
Filming of commercials or movies on state highways is administered using the Letter of
Agreement in conjunction with Exhibit A for Insurance, Figure 7-7 and Exhibit C for Filming
Event Agreement, Figure 7-9. The Letter of Agreement authorizes the filming and defines
the terms and conditions applicable to the particular operation. It should be completed ten
days prior to filming, if possible.
When WSDOT receives a request for filming, conduct a traffic engineering investigation that
considers traffic impacts and safety. The regional Traffic office administers filming events
taking place in a single region or through the State Traffic Engineer’s office for multi-region
filming events.
Filming may not be scheduled on highways with high traffic volumes or during peak traffic
flow periods. Generally, Interstate and other freeway mainline closures are not permitted.
Road or lane closures on other state highways may be considered.
Traffic control and enforcement shall be provided by the WSP in cooperation with local
police agencies where appropriate. The filming company must pay all costs for labor,
equipment, and supplies incurred by the department and the WSP within 30 days from
event permittee’s receipt of billing.
The filming company must obtain a commercial general liability insurance policy that
names WSDOT as an ‘additional insured’. Minimum policy requirements are $1 million
per occurrence with $2 million in the aggregate coverage per filming event. Commercial
automobile insurance coverage must be $1 million per occurrence if vehicles are supporting
and/or to be used in the filming event. Proof of insurance and indemnification of WSDOT
must be provided prior to the filming event.
WSDOT and the WSP may develop additional guidelines and operational procedures
for individual filming operations on state highways. These are included in the Letter of
Agreement and Exhibit C – Filming Event Agreement.
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Other Special Events
WSDOT receives requests for many types of special events on state highways or right of
way. Car or tractor caravans, wagon trains, transcontinental running events, and stagecoach
tours have all been conducted on state highways. Each of these is administered through a
Letter of Agreement or Letter of Acknowledgement, as determined by a traffic engineering
analysis and depending on the specific event conditions. Contact the State Traffic Engineer’s
office for discussion of any questions or concerns about special events.
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Traffic Control for Special Events
When a special event includes a highway closure, detour, flagging operation, or other traffic
control, a traffic control plan is developed and submitted by the event permittee to WSDOT.
Consideration is given to the type of highway, traffic speed, traffic volumes, geometrics at
the traffic control site, and duration and type of event operation.
When event permittees need help in plan development, WSDOT may either offer that
assistance or advise the organizers of reference materials contained in both the Manual of
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and WSDOT’s Work Zone Traffic Control Guideline
For Maintenance Operations M 54-44. WSDOT must review all event traffic control plans.
Consider traffic control or other special operations with these event circumstances or
roadway conditions:
• Where events with mass starts begin on state routes, or where, because of course
design, large numbers of participants enter the state route together.
• When the number of participants may cause delay of five or more vehicles, impacting
traffic operations.
• When narrow shoulders cause vehicles to move into the opposing traffic lane to pass
event participants.
• Where there are significant sight distance restrictions such as numerous no
passing zones.
• Other safety or operational considerations.
Traffic control must meet MUTCD and WSDOT standards. Traffic control operations shall
be conducted by law enforcement officers or certified flaggers. They shall comply with the
submitted traffic control plans reviewed by WSDOT. Typical traffic control plans are located
in the MUTCD or WSDOT Work Zone Traffic Control Guidelines for Maintenance Operations
M 54-44. For example, TCP 20 may be used to address the intermittent stopping of highway
traffic to allow event participants to safely enter or cross a highway or intersection.
The following guidelines are for developing a traffic control plan for intersection flagging
operations:
A.

All flagging operations shall be conducted by a uniformed law enforcement officer
or a flagger controlling each intersection leg.

B.

If flagging at a signalized intersection, the signal shall be shut down or placed in flash
mode. Flagger directions at signalized intersections shall not be in conflict with signal
displays. During hours of darkness, flagging stations shall be illuminated.

C.

For flagging operations on highways with a posted speed of 40 mph or less, three
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advance signs on each approach are generally used. The “ROAD WORK AHEAD” sign
should be replaced by an event specific message such as “RUNNING EVENT AHEAD”,
“BIKES ON ROAD”, OR “BICYCLE CROSSING”. The second and third signs should be
“PREPARE TO STOP” and the “FLAGGER” symbol respectively.

7-6

D.

On high-speed highways, where the posted speed is 45 mph or more, a four sign
sequence is generally used. The additional sign may be either a repeated “EVENT
AHEAD” or a specific sign noting the traffic condition.

E.

Sign spacing shall conform to WSDOT requirements, based on highway type
and speeds.

Special Event Signing Guidelines
Special event related signs may be allowed on the state right of way through the Letter of
Agreement or Letter of Acknowledgement. The purpose of special event signs is to help
manage event related traffic or to alert roadway users of potential traffic impacts. Sign
types include:
• Directional signing to the event.
• Route designation signing for participants.
• Pre-event signing to give advance notice to roadway users.
• Detour signing
Announcement of the event on a banner may be allowed in some circumstances
(WAC 468-95-148) (see Section 7-8).
A.

Directional Signing for Large-Scale Events – Temporary directional signing may be
installed for large-scale spectator activities such as county fairs, conventions, and
major sporting events that do not qualify as destinations on permanent supplemental
guide signs. This requires a written agreement between the WSDOT region and the
event sponsor.
The department may design, fabricate, install, maintain, and remove temporary
directional guide signs using the following criteria:
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1.

The region determines that the event will generate sufficient traffic to create
operational challenges along a state highway.

2.

The sign is requested by the sponsoring agency with enough lead-time for design,
fabrication, and installation (a minimum of three months).

3.

Signing is from the nearest state highway only.

4.

Signs are sized for the specific highway type.

5.

Signs shall be white letters on a green background and the design shall provide a
clear, simple message.
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6.

Installation and removal shall be by WSDOT or an approved contractor and meet
MUTCD and WSDOT requirements.

7.

Any needed follow-through signing on local roadways must be installed prior to
sign installation on the state highway.

Day of Event Directional Signs – Directional signs may be installed on the day(s) of the
event to direct traffic from the nearest state highway to the event or event parking.
Signing will be located only at points where traffic must turn from the state highway
or make another route decision. Follow-through signing on city and county roads must
also be installed. No commercial advertising is allowed.
1.

Signs are allowed through a Letter of Agreement.

2.

Signs must be of lightweight crashworthy materials such as corrugated plastic.
Lightweight ‘sandwich board’ signs no larger than 4-feet by 4-feet may
be allowed.

3.

Sign type, size, and location will be determined and noted in the Letter
of Agreement.

4.

Signs may be in place only for the duration of the special event.

5.

Signing shall not interfere with or obstruct the view of any traffic control devices
or the sight distance to or from an intersection or road access.

6.

Portable Changeable Message Sign (PCMS) and other portable signs shall be
placed off the shoulder if practicable, or on the far right of the shoulder, to
maintain bicycle and pedestrian traffic. Examples of sign messages:
• Fair Next Two Exits
• Heavy Traffic Ahead
• Expect Delays

C.

7.

The regions may determine additional guidelines for day of event directional
signing to address traffic safety and operational concerns.

8.

Signs installed on the right of way, which are not described in the Letter of
Agreement, may be immediately removed by WSDOT.

Route Designation Signing for Event Participants – Small signs may be used to direct
event participants along the event route or to event points such as rest or food stops.
1.

Signs are allowed through the Letter of Acknowledgement or Agreement, which
addresses sign size and type.

2.

Signs must be of lightweight crashworthy materials such as corrugated plastic.
Lightweight ‘sandwich board’ signs no larger than 4-feet by 4-feet may
be allowed.

3.

Signs may be in place only for the duration of the special event.

4.

Messages should consist of “Name of Event” or other simple message and a
directional arrow. No commercial advertising is allowed. Sign and Pavement
Markings example link.
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D.

Pre-event Signing – Advance notice signing is sometimes installed to advise regular
highway users of an upcoming event that will affect normal traffic operations. It is
a courtesy to any communities or highway users affected by a special event to alert
them about potential traffic impacts and delays.
• Pre-event signs, if required, are addressed in the Letter of Agreement.
• Sign size, material, message, and locations are noted in the Letter of Agreement.
Sign color shall be black letters on an orange background.
• Sign message is limited to name and date of event and a traffic control message
such as “Use Alternate Route” or “Expect Delays” or more specific directional
information as applicable. No commercial advertising is allowed.
• Signs and supports must be of crashworthy materials. Types include roll-up signs on
approved portable bases and signs mounted on approved posts. Allowance is made
for crashworthy sign materials such as corrugated plastic.
• Portable Changeable Message Signs (PCMS) sign messages such as “Special Event
Ahead”, “Expect Delays”, “Bicycles on Road” and “Flaggers Ahead”.
• Post mounted signs shall be installed per MUTCD installation standards. Signs shall
not be installed on existing regulatory or warning sign posts. Signs may be installed
on existing guide or informational sign posts.
• Pre-event signing shall be installed between seven and ten days before the event
and removed within three days after the event.

Additionally, when a roadway is to be closed for an event, pre-event “Road to be Closed”
signs must be posted a minimum of three days in advance (RCW 47.48.020). The sign will
give the date(s) and time(s) of closure.

7-7

Special Event Pavement Markings
WSDOT allows placement of temporary directional pavement markings (commonly called
“Dan henrys” in the bicycle community) to indicate the special event route. These markings
give direction to event participants and are located at points where a route decision must
be made.
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A.

All pavement markings must use non-permanent, chalk based or “fade-away” paint.
Permanent marking paint is prohibited.

B.

Markings should be placed only just before, at, and just after directional decisionmaking points.

C.

Route confirmation markings are permitted at major intersections.

D.

For bicycle events, markings are placed to the right of the edge line where riders have
a good rideable shoulder. Otherwise, they are located in the ordinary line of riding.

E.

For running events, pavement markings are placed on the shoulder facing traffic.

F.

The markings should be visible to event participants but placed so they are unobtrusive
to others. A guideline is to make these marks no larger than 12 × 18 inches.

G.

Markings must be placed away from traffic control pavement markings and existing
construction or survey pavement markings.
WSDOT Traffic Manual
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Banners
WSDOT receives requests from public agencies, civic organizations, the event sponsors,
to install banners for a variety of informational purposes on state highway right of way.
Most installation requests are for horizontal suspension over the roadway, using span wire,
and are the focus of this section. The occasional requests for vertically mounted banners,
such as on luminaire poles, are processed case-by-case.
Some installations may require wind load analysis prior to approval (see Section 7-8.D).
A.

Statutory and Regulatory Overview – The term “banners” means the signs, banners,
and decorations described in state law (RCW 47.36.030) and the Washington
Administrative Code (WAC 468-95-148). WAC 468-95-148 establishes approval
criteria (see Section 7-8.C) that allow the department to permit banners visible to state
highways. RCW 47.42.020(10) exempts banners from the Highway Advertising Control
regulations, if the banners do not display commercial advertising.
On city streets that are also part of the state highway system under RCW 47.24, the
cities are responsible for approving banner installations that are more than 20 feet
above the roadway surface. WSDOT allows banners 20 feet above the roadway
surface (WAC 468-95-148).
• Thus, requests for banners on city streets that are also part of the state highway
system are referred to the city for approval.
• On state highways in unincorporated areas, the department has the authority to
regulate banners.
• WSDOT maintains authority on limited access roadways, in both incorporated and
unincorporated areas. Banners may not be visible from limited access highways.

B.

Permit Administration in Unincorporated Areas – Banners permits are administered
through the region Traffic Office, using a Banner Placement Permit (Figure 7-1) issued
by the regional signing authority. This permit may be modified to accommodate
request for vertically installed banners.
The region Maintenance Office having jurisdiction over the proposed banner location
receives a copy of the completed permit, for their information when processing overheight vehicle permits.
The region Traffic Office also coordinates any required wind load review or analysis
with the headquarters Bridge and Structures Office.
For a banner attached to utility company-owned poles, the sponsor must provide
the region with a copy of the utility company’s permitting correspondence. This
practice assures WSDOT that the utility company’s wind load and banner attachment
considerations have been addressed.
Temporary poles may be installed in department right of way outside the clear
zone, after the sponsor secures a department-issued General Permit. This practice
assures WSDOT that the installation won’t interfere with department operations or
underground utilities, and that traffic control considerations are addressed. A Banner
Placement Permit is also required.
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As a matter of practice, WSDOT does not allow horizontally suspended banners to
be attached to WSDOT-owned traffic signal poles or luminaire poles. Adding banners
to signal poles may interfere with or obstruct the view of traffic control devices, in
conflict with RCW 47.36.030 and WAC 468-95-148. Regarding luminaire poles, it’s
likely that significant debris on the roadway would result from a knock-down. Banners
should not be attached to crossing structures because a disconnection could cause a
banner to fall onto the roadway.
Some cities have installed permanent banner poles on city-owned property outside
the clear zone.
C.

D.

Approval Criteria – WSDOT may approve banner installations in unincorporated areas
that promote a community sponsored event in accordance with the following criteria:
1.

Banner messages are limited to name, date, and event sponsor. Commercial
advertising is not allowed (RCW 47.42.020 and WAC 468-95-148).

2.

At least 20 feet of vertical clearance must be maintained from the roadway
surface to the bottom of the banner (RCW 47.36.030 and WAC 468-95-148).

3.

Banners are not permitted to be visible from Interstate highways, or
any other state highways having a posted speed limit of 50 mph or greater
(WAC 468-95-148).

4.

Banners shall not interfere with or obstruct the view of any traffic control device,
or impair the operation of transportation management systems or illumination
(RCW 46.36.030 and WAC 468-95-148).

5.

For temporary events, banners may be installed not more than 30 days before
the event and shall be removed not more than three days after the event (WAC
468-95-148). The duration of informational banners is determined case by case.

6.

WSDOT will not permit a sign, banner, or decoration to be mounted over any
multi-lane (four or more lanes) highway. Vertical mounting on luminaire posts is
permitted, provided such installations meet wind load requirements specified by
WSDOT (WAC 468-95-148).

7.

WSDOT does not allow banners to be illuminated in any manner.
(RCW 47.36.180).

Wind Load Analysis for Banners Placed on Vertical Poles – Standard size banner
installations do not require a wind load analysis. Standard banner sizes range from two
to four feet vertically by 20 to 24 feet horizontally, with three feet by 20 feet about
average. Banner manufacturing incorporates wind slits or wind ports to minimize
wind stress.
For larger banners consult with the Headquarters Traffic office to determine if the
proposed installation warrants a wind load analysis. The Bridge and Structures Office
will need 120-150 days for the wind load review if an analysis is necessary and may
charge the event sponsor.
As an alternative, the event sponsor may submit wind load calculations, performed and
stamped by an engineer licensed in Washington State, to verify the compatibility of
the installation.
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Transit Vehicle Stop Zones
Region Traffic offices receive and review requests from transit agencies for approval of
transit stops on state highways. The “Transit Vehicle Stop Zone Guidelines” Guidelines are
currently under review and will be available shortly. The guidelines provide a standardized
process for managing requests for transit stops outside incorporated areas. WSDOT has a
commitment to making transit stop locations more viable and user friendly as well as safe.
The guidelines consider the operational needs of the department and transit authorities
as well as public safety. See the Design Manual Chapter 1430 for information about
incorporating transit vehicle stops into the project design process.
When Transit Agencies request a transit vehicle stop zone outside of any incorporated
city or town, the public transit agency shall be responsible for conducting a field review to
evaluate accessibility to the proposed location. When the requested location is within the
roadway, the transit agency shall have a policy for in-lane stops that addresses safety and
operational issues. (WAC 468-46-010).
Transit agencies will complete the Transit Stop Application, and submit it to the Region
Development Services office or Region Planning, once submitted, the application will be
forwarded to the regional Traffic Office, where they will conduct a field review and verify
sight distance. It is required by law, once WSDOT receives the application from the public
transit authority, WSDOT shall assess the sight distance for the proposed stopped (WAC
468-46-040). The investigation may include shoulder width, accessibility, roadway crossing
opportunities, lighting, and possible room for shelters, see Figure 7-11. The Americans with
Disabilities Act guarantees access to public facilities (i.e., transit) for all persons; therefore,
the review process must consider the needs of all transit users at each stage of transit use,
including both before and after using the transit service.
Once the review has been completed, the stop location is either approved or denied. The
region Development Services or Planning Division will administer the permit, Transit Stop
Permit. If a location is denied, a letter stating the reasons is issued by the region.
The Rules of the Road provide general restrictions and privileges concerning transit
vehicle stops:
A.

RCW 46.61.560 provides that, outside of incorporated cities or towns, no one can
stop, park, or leave a vehicle upon the roadway. An exception is granted for public
transit vehicles stopped to receive or discharge passengers at a marked transit stop
approved by the department or the county on their respective facilities.
It further allows public transit vehicle drivers to momentarily stop to receive or
discharge passengers at unmarked stop zones under the following circumstances:
• Stop in a safe and practicable position.
• Activate four-way flashing lights.
• Stop only where there is an unobstructed view, for an adequate distance to not
create a hazard for other drivers.
The statute anticipates transit stops on the roadway within incorporated cities or
towns where stops are frequent and operating speeds are typically lower. (Note that
RCW 46.04.500 excludes the shoulder from the definition of the roadway).
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B.

RCW 46.61.570 specifies several locations where it is illegal to stand or park a vehicle,
except temporarily to load or unload property or passengers, and authorizes other
limitations or restrictions by city ordinance, county resolution, or department order
(traffic regulation).

C.

RCW 46.61.575 authorizes WSDOT to place traffic control devices that prohibit, limit,
or restrict, stopping, standing, or parking. This authority is granted for locations where
WSDOT has determined by regulation that stopping, standing, or parking will endanger
highway users or interfere with the free movement of traffic.

D.

WAC 468-46-010 upon receipt of a transit stop request from a public transit authority,
requesting approval of a transit vehicle stop zone outside of any incorporated city or
town, the WSDOT shall assess the sight distance at the proposed location.

E.

WAC 468.46.040 WSDOT shall install, at its own expense, transit vehicle stop ahead
symbol signing (W14-1011), for each approved transit vehicle stop zone where the
transit vehicle is not visible for a distance of 500 feet. Signing shall be consistent with
the MUTCD.

School Bus Stops on Highways
School bus stops must be located where there is a minimum of 500 feet sight distance to
the bus stop, to provide adequate visibility. If feasible, locate stops off the state highway.
The state regulations noted below further govern locations. School District bus stop
requirements are found in WAC 392-145-011.
A.

Limited Access Highways – WAC 468-58-030 and RCW 47.52 regulate school bus
stops along limited access highways and prescribe the department’s related duties:
1.

School bus stops are not allowed along fully controlled limited access highways.
Exceptions may be authorized at interchanges where WSDOT has provided a
location and along the mainline where there is a separated facility.

2.

WSDOT must approve school bus stops located along partial and modified
control limited access highways in rural areas.

3.

WSDOT approval is not required along modified control limited access highways
in urban areas.

4.

All approved school bus stops shall be signed in accordance with the MUTCD.

5.

The State Traffic Engineer will maintain an inventory of approved stops.

See Section 7-13 for information about pedestrians crossing limited access highways.
B.

WAC 392-145, Additional Rules for School Bus Drivers – The Superintendent of
Public Instruction Office (OSPI) adopted WAC rules that regulate school bus stopping.
Consider these rules when reviewing school bus stops on limited access highways:
1.
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Buses are not allowed to stop on a curve or a hill where visibility is less than
500 feet. Any existing bus stop locations that have less than the minimum 500
foot visibility must be moved to a compliant site to provide safety to the bus
riders and roadway users. If no other stop location is possible, it shall be signed
with a “SCHOOL BUS STOP AHEAD” sign (S3-1).
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2.

No school bus may pull over to the left-hand side of the road to load or
unload children.

3.

School children are not allowed to cross any roadway having three or more
marked traffic lanes, or any highway divided into separate roadways, as described
in RCW 46.61.150.

C.

Coordination with School Districts and Approval Process – WSDOT works
cooperatively with the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) to
implement a school bus stop approval and inventory process based on the WAC rules.
The region works with the individual school districts to assure that school bus stops
on limited access facilities meet those requirements. Figure 7-2 provides a sample
Proposed School Bus Stop Worksheet that the regions and the school districts may
use cooperatively to assess and approve potential bus stops on partial or modified
access controlled routes. The worksheet also provides the basic information the State
Traffic Engineer’s office needs to maintain the required bus stop inventory. Figure 7-3
illustrates the school bus stop approval and inventory process.

D.

School Bus Stop Inventory – WAC 468-58-030 instructs WSDOT to maintain a list
of school bus stops on limited access highways. The regions shall maintain the list of
limited access school bus stop inventory. The information is provided to the State
Traffic Engineer. This inventory may be collected at the beginning of each school year,
relocations of stops and when new stops are established.

Interpretive Signs/Markers
Agreement GM 869 (Figure 7-12) between WSDOT and the Washington State Parks
and Recreation Commission provides the procedures and guidelines for developing and
maintaining interpretive signs and markers placed along the state highway. These markers
depict the state’s natural and manmade history and are often located at designated pullouts
of rest areas. The agreement documents the department’s responsibilities in locating and
providing access to these markers. Use this process when new roadways, viewpoints or rest
areas are being constructed or where a construction project includes an interpretive marker
location. Contact the regional Accounting Services Office for agreement information.
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“Memorial” Highways and Bridges
Per RCW 47.01.420, the Transportation Commission may, by resolution, name a highway or
bridge to commemorate a person or group that has contributed significantly to Washington’s
nation’s well-being. (Facility Naming Policy). Typically, the Commission receives a Joint
Memorial from the Washington State Legislature.
The Regional Administrator may also nominate a person or group to be honored through
the naming process. Supporting information is supplied to the Office of the Secretary
who reviews the request and forwards it to the Transportation Commission. The support
information may include one of the following:
• Letters of support from state and federal legislators representing area of the facility;
• Resolutions passed by local, publicly elected bodies in the area of the facility;
• Supportive action by or letters from local organizations such as local chambers of
commerce or service clubs.
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Another type of memorial designation is the “Blue Star” Memorial Highway. It was first
initiated after World War II to memorialize veterans, and now honors all members of the
armed services. “Blue Star” Memorial Highways are a project of the National Garden Clubs
and request often originate from a local club. The Regional Administrator must present
requests for designation to the Transportation Commission. Markers are not installed until
the designation is received.
Marker plaques are 41 × 45 inches. The sign mounting and base size, style, and location are
determined on an individual basis and approved by the region.
Plaques or signs memorializing highways or bridges are typically installed in rest areas,
scenic overlooks, recreational areas, or other appropriate locations with a parking area, and
where the installations are not visible to mainline traffic. Where there is no appropriate site
off the main roadway, the MUTCD provides that one memorial sign per direction may be
installed along the mainline, provided it does not affect safety or efficiency of traffic flow.
The Governor or the legislature approves request to dedicate a facility to a cause, rather
than a person.
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Pedestrian Crossing Limited Access Highways
WAC 468-58-030 contains provisions concerning the approval of pedestrian crossings of
limited access highways. These provisions:
A.

Prohibit at-grade pedestrian crossings of fully controlled limited access highways.

B.

Permit crossing of multi-lane partially controlled or modified control limited access
highways only where grade crossings are provided.

C.

Permit crossing of two lane, partially or modified control limited access highways at
mailbox locations.

D.

Permit crossing of two lane, partially or modified control limited access highways at
points designated for school children to cross as follows:
• On two lane highways, at the school bus, when the bus is stopped in the traveled
lane to load or unload students and its sign and signal lights are displayed as
required by RCW 46.61.370.
• On two lane highways, at least 100 feet from a school bus loading zone which
is adjacent to the traveled lane and was established by school district, who
determined that stopping in the traveled lane is hazardous.
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Shoulder Driving for Slow Vehicles
Regional Administrators may designate sections of a two lane state highway to be a
“shoulder-driving area” to allow slow-moving vehicles to drive onto improved shoulders so
faster vehicles can pass (RCW 46.61.428).
For specific highway characteristics of shoulder driving, refer to Design Manual
Chapter 1270:

7-15

A.

When designing a shoulder for shoulder driving, locate where stopping and decision
sight distance is desirable and outside of sharp horizontal curves. A minimum length of
600 feet of paved shoulder must be available.

B.

The structural strength of the paved shoulder must be adequate to support traffic.
Contact the region Materials Lab for an evaluation of the structural capacity of
the shoulders.

C.

When barriers or other roadside objects are present, the minimum width shall be
12 feet. The shoulder width depends on the vehicles that will be using the shoulder.
Where trucks will be the primary vehicle using the shoulder, use a 12-foot width; when
passenger cars are the primary vehicle, a 10-foot width may be used.

D.

When the route has been identified as a local, state, or regional significant bike route,
shoulder driving for slow vehicles is undesirable.

E.

Signing for shoulder driving is required. Install guideposts when shoulder driving is to
be permitted at night. Signing requirements for designated shoulder driving zones are
shown in the Chapter 2.
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